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 Aerospace Baykee passed ISO9001 quality 

management system certification, CE certification, 

energy  saving certification, Tyre certification, 

compulsory certification for fire electronic products,

 national military standard quality management 

system certification, etc. and provided the power 

supply system to many important  projects, such as 

Nanjing Youth Olympic Games, 80% venues of 

Guangzhou Asian Games, Guangdong-Hong Kong-

Macao Bridge, Guangzhou TV Tower, Guangzhou 

Baiyun Airport, more than ten high-speed rail 

projects, and so on. 

Aerospace Baykee has established 85 marketing 

offers throughout the country, and the after-sales 

service  network covers all major provinces and cities 

in the country. It can provide customers with 

personalized and comprehensive pre-sales, in-sales 

services and the fastest after-sales services to solve 

customer's worries. Aerospace Baykee also actively 

participates in the "Belt and Road" initiative, setting 

up branches and agents in Pakistan, and agents in 

Australia, North Africa, and Southeast Asia, launching 

the company's independently developed products 

across the board. Currently, Baykee belongs to the 

first-tier brands in Pakistan.

About US

  Aerospace Baykee (Guangdong) Technology Co.,Ltd is a leading enterprise engaged in the research and 

development of high-tech power supply technology under the China Aerospace Science and Industry Group. It

 is a pathfinder for the application of power technology in the field of ''high, precision, and advanced'' in 

China. We have continued to provide reliable power protection for major national projects such as high-speed

 rail projects, China's big airplane project, and maritime defense projects, and so on. 

  Aerospace Baykee actively implements the development mission of the group company "Science and 

Technology to Strengthen the Army and Serve the Country", relying on the technological advantages of 

aerospace, focusing on the military and civilian fields of power technology, specializing in R & D, production, 

and sales of military-grade, industrial-grade power supplies, customized power supplies, etc. We has formed 

five major business segments of network energy, new energy, emergency power supply systems, industry-

specific power, power quality management. We have the high technology for military and civilian UPS, EPS 

emergency power supply, modular data center, solar inverter, charging pile, energy storage equipment, 

precision air conditioning, intelligent power distribution, APF active filter, dynamic ring monitoring, etc. 

  Aerospace Baykee have 113 patented technologies and participated in the formulation of 9 industry 

standards.
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* N + 1 redundant parallel function, parallel load uneven flow <5%, 

greatly improvedthe reliability of UPS system;

�* Unique energy sharing and mutual assistance technology to cope 

with various extreme conditions, prolong the service life of 

components and machines, and improve the safety and reliability of 

UPS;

* 125% load can last for 10 minutes, strong overload capability and 

automatic short circuit protection function to ensure the reliability and 

safety for the output load;

* Input protection, output protection, battery protection, temperature 

protection and other protection functions to ensure the safety and 

reliability of the UPS;

* Power Walk In function: The UPS system uses a complete Power Walk

 In  function, which can greatly reduce the impact on the equipment and

the grid during the system startup process, improve the service life of 

the BUS capacitor, and provide more safely and more stable output 

power to the load.

* The core devices are all world-leading brands. High quality and high reliability provide guarantee for the safety and 

reliability of UPS.

* Instantaneous waveform control: Which achieves control with instantaneous overload balance; local current loop 

control, which enables the inverter to perform high-speed control of the inrush current when the load starts and 

the overcurrent during surge; etc. Feed control enables the UPS to respond quickly to load changes;

* HTT-P 15-60K has designed and developed a multifunctional integrated cabinet to meet the different needs of 

customers and provide a total solution, which not only saves space and facilitates installation, but also further 

guarantees the stability and reliability of the system.

���

* Advanced online feed network load test technology: can test UPS current at full load at any time, no need other 

external equipment,

* Energy saving and environmental protection; High-efficiency and 

energy-saving design: extremely high system conversion efficiency. At

the rectifier and inverter mode, the efficiency is over 94%; 

 at the high-efficiency mode, the efficiency is over 98.5%.

 * Input power factor> 0.99, input harmonic <2% (linear load);

 * Output voltage regulation accuracy ± 1%; output waveform distortion

<2% (linear load).

� * Advanced ABM intelligent battery management technology (can be 

   customized), which extend the battery life;

  * Intelligent fan cooling design to reduce energy consumption and noise,

extend the fans life.

 

HTT Series Pro Model

Med i um  and  l a r g e  d a t a  

c en t e r s ,  c ompu t e r  

r ooms ,  c ommun i c a t i o n  

b a s e  s t a t i o n s ,  

a u t oma t i o n  con t r o l  

s y s t ems ,  s e cu r i t y  

s y s t ems ,  r a d i o  a nd  

t e l e v i s i o n  s y s t ems ,  

med i c a l  s y s t ems ,  e t c .

  HTT series P-type UPS is the true online double-conversion, three-phase uninterrupted green power system for IT 

administrators of data centers and other users in various fields. It has high efficiency, high power density, high 

reliability, simple operation and maintenance features, which solved the typical power supply problems faced by 

modern data rooms, such as tight funding, limited room space, and professional management.

  We fully considers various application factors in product design. The HTT-P entire series adopt variety of 

international technologies such as IGBT power conversion technology of Vienna topology, ABM intelligent battery 

management system, combined the international mainstream trends of green, environmental protection and energy 

saving, designed with advanced module-like technology. Which has excellent technical indicators, can effectively 

block the impact of abnormal power on the load, and provide the reliable, pure and stable uninterrupted output 

power.

Network energy UPS uninterrupted power supply
Network energy

UPS uninterrupted 
power supply
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Product description

HTT Series P-type 15-400K UPS Characteristic

System safety and reliability

The new generation of intelligent similar modules
 high frequency UPS

  * Can connect lithium batteries, to provide more reliable protection for extending 

   the backup time of the UPS system.



THDV

>0.99

>94%

≤2%

0.9

>0.9

>90%

≤5%

0.7~0.8

100% 110% 125%
0%

25%

50%

-15%

-50%

     

   

control, parameter setting, and running program management. 

Advanced self-test and self-detection functions can perform self-

test and fault analysis on all the independent circuit connections 

on the circuit board;

* Efficient DSP + CPLD operation, control, and management 

system:   The whole machine adopts DSP full-digital operation 

processor, which has high output voltage regulation accuracy. 

There is no any potentiometer inside the machine. It integrates 

analog control into digital control, to provide control flexibilitynd 

stability to ensure product consistency and reliability;

 

* Intelligent battery charging management: ultra-wide input range,

reducing the battery mode switching times, protecting the 

battery, 3-stage charging, activating battery activity, effectively 

extending the battery life by more than 30%. Intelligent battery 

management, annual inspection and monthly inspection to achieve 

early warning.

Safe and convenient operation and maintenance design

modules and other functional components not only makes the 

system appear more concise, but also reduces the complexity of 

routine maintenance.

* Paralleling is simple and convenient, just one network cable can
 realize paralleling.

* The whole machine meets the customer's multiple wire entry 

methods. It has casters and can be moved as needed. (Except 

300K-400K). and a dust filter installed on the front door to keep 

the inside of the UPS clean.

* Compact design, high power density and small footprint.
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Comparison table between HTT series P-type UPS and traditional UPS

Parameter HTT series P-type Traditional UPS

The whole UPS efficiency

Input power factor

Output power factor

Overload capacity (125% load duration) 10mins 1min

1. Energy sharing and mutual assistance design

150%
Load

Battery intervention diagram in energy sharing mode

B
attery en

erg
y 

in
terven

tio
n
 ratio

�Compared with traditional UPS, HTT series P-type UPS has the characteristics of flexibility and adaptability, and can 

work with any type of load (inductive, capacitive). This transformer-less UPS system can achieve the system efficiency 

up to 94% and keep valuable operating costs low (energy saving), while providing the highest power quality for the key 

 loads. In addition to its high efficiency characteristics, the HTT series P-type UPS can also provide single unit and 

parallel systems with high efficiency modes up to 98.5%. Safety and efficiency are the core foundation of the design, 

and all components are rugged.

Fully digital, new intelligent enhancement

* Adopt three high-speed digital controllers to implement circuit

The battery module of the HTT series P-type UPS works bi-

directionally in the mains mode, which can be charged or discharged. 

When the input rectifier reaches the set value of power, the battery 

module will stop charging, and reverse operation to enter to the 

discharge mode to help the rectifier provide energy to the inverter.

Battery mains operation mode

Generally occurs in the following two situations:

* The input voltage is lower than 15% of the rated value;

* Output overload.

   In battery mode, the mains A-phase rectifier module uses the 

neutral contactor as the balanced bridge arm to control the  of 

the BUS stability.

  This mode can cope with various extreme conditions and 

improve the safety and reliability of UPS.

+25%

-1.7%

Mains voltage% Mains voltage and charger operating status

Full-charge floating charge

Partial charge

Utility and battery 
sharing

Battery operation

�* �LCD touch screen display, including the unique Orange 

interface, is not only simple and beautiful, easy to operate, but 

also easy and fast to know the current operating status of the 

system and various performance parameters.

�* Similar modular design: The similar modular design of power 

UPS uninterrupted power supplyNetwork energy
UPS uninterrupted 
power supplyNetwork energy
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HTT Series Pro 15-400K UPS Design Concept



 

2. Intelligent battery management technology

  �Intelligent battery management technology extends battery 

life by more than 30%.

  HTT series P-type UPS adopts ABM intelligent three-stage 

battery charge and discharge management technology, ultra-

wide input range, reduced the battery mode switching times,

protecting the battery, three-stage charging, activating 

battery activity, effectively extending battery life by more than 30%.

��������Intelligent battery management technology is different from 

traditional constant-power rechargeable battery management 

technology. Through intelligent monitoring of the battery pack, fast 

charging is performed when the battery pack needs to be charged. 

When the battery pack is almost full, the charging current is reduced or

 the charger is turned off to make the entire battery pack management

 is in the process of three-stage cycle charging of charging, floating 

charging and hibernation. In the whole process, the "floating charge" 

process only accounts for about 4% time of the charge and discharge 

management of the entire battery pack, which effectively reduces the 

impact of the "floating charge" current on battery life and makes the 

UPS batteries work in an ideal charge and discharge environment In. The

 process is fully automated, no need manual intervention.

  The lithium battery detection system specially designed to match the 

HTT-P series UPS, which can be directly attached to the independently 

developed Orange interface. No need to add other PCB boards and 

connecting lines, it is convenient to expand, and you can quickly and 

easily know the overall voltage, charge and discharge current, SOC 

(battery capacity), cell voltage, temperature and other status 

information of the lithium battery, and monitor the lithium battery 

parametersin real time to ensure that the system is stable and reliable.

3. Efficient mode

������HTT series P-type UPS provides double conversion high efficiency 

mode, allowing the UPS to work in standby bypass mode. In this mode, 

the UPS efficiency can reach 98.5%, while still providing protection to 

the load.

4. Auto aging function

� � � � �HTT series P-type UPS is equipped with ECT automatic aging 

test (online feed network load test) function, providing a flexible 

load test solution.
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Lithium battery detection interface
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5. Power Walk In function

  

  

 

 

6. Simple parallelism

UPS uninterrupted power supplyNetwork energy
Network energy UPS uninterrupted 

power supply

Self-aging schematic

Griid

Bypass static 

switch

Rectifier Inverter

Battery

Current

Battery current

Time

Grid current

The HTT series P-type UPS are equipped with parallel functions as standard, It adopts a single network cable parallel 

mode. It can be operated simply by just setting interface information. Compared with multi-line parallel with another 

PCB board, the parallel mode is simple, efficient and runs more stable. Realized the synchronization and load sharing of 

each UPS in the parallel system, while reducing the single point failure of the parallel system, maximize the reliability 

and redundancy of the parallel system

Technical characteristics of ECT self-aging test

�* No need to rent a load or any additional cable connections;

����* Can realize test the working status of  each component inside the 

UPS in the full load current;

�����* It can be easily realized through the Orange operation interface;

�����* Energy saving and environmental protection.

� � � � �The automation function can set the magnitude of the current 

flowing through setting different values, that is, the amount of load, 

which can perfectly realize the performance of each component in the 

machine under different loads, that saves energy and protects the 

environment. It can also be equipped with other types of models to 

achieve the aging function of other machines, so that can realize aging 

under no load is equivalent to the effect of aging under actual load.

�HTT  ser ies P-type UPS a l l  adopt the complete 

Power Walk  In  funct ion ,  wh ich can great ly  reduce the 

impact on the equ ipment and the gr id  dur ing the system

 startup process ,  and increase the serv ice l i fe  of  the 

BUS capac i tor ,  to prov ide more safe and more stab le  

output power for  the load .  Be conven ient access to 

var ious capac i ty  generator  equ ipment ,  rea l i ze  smooth 

trans i t ion .  



UPS

HTT-P�20K� HTT-P�30K� HTT-P�40K

500*715*900

500*720*575 500*720*705

In order to provide customers the perfect matching solutions, the integrated design of multiple optional 

accessories can improve safety and reliability in terms of space saving and easy installation.

According to the machine sizes, we developed two complete solutions: including HTT series P-type 15-60K 

complete solution, HTT series P-type 80-400K overall solution.

Integrated cabinet

Monitor

UPS

Monitor

Overall solution
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� � � � �In order to provide customers with perfect matching solutions, we developed the comprehensive 

cabinets on the basis of comprehensive space saving and convenient installation, which can be used 

to place lithium battery packs, lead-acid battery packs, power distribution equipment, isolation 

transformers, etc. There are four types of cabinets, such as lead-acid battery cabinet, lithium battery

 cabinet, power distribution cabinet, and transformer cabinet, to meet the customers ' different needs .

  The integrated cabinet can be seamlessly installed with the HTT-P 15-40K UPS by snaps , the upper 

and lower structures are integrated into oneness . The overall structure is beautiful, the UPS is more 

comfortable to operate, the installation space is more saved, and the maintenance is easier.

Parameter models

500*720*1530

Integrated cabinet

Optional accessories for HTT series P 

type 15-60K complete solution
1.The comprehensive cabinet

  

  

 

The lead-acid battery cabinet is mainly composed of 4 pcs of lead-acid battery modules, and the lead-acid battery 

modules are composed of 32 lead-acid batteries which connected in series. and it can install inside various types of 

lead-acid batteries. The overall structure is simple and beautiful, and the maintenance is convenient.

UPS uninterrupted power supply
Network energy

UPS uninterrupted 
power supply

HTT Series Pro type 15-400K UPS Overall Solution

Overall solution
Integrated configuration scheme, 
Free combination

500*720*1400�

HTT-P�15K�

The UPS integrated cabinet sizes

Integrated cabinet size mm(W*D*H)

2. Lead-acid Battery Cabinet (HTT-P-PbAc)

UPS Size mm(W*D*H)

Comprehensive cabinet size mm(W*D*H)

Network energy



442*430*133.2（3U）

384VDC

438VDC

336VDC

442*430*133.2（3U）

40

96VDC*43Ah

43A

110A

500*715*900

384VDC*43Ah

12V*7Ah� 12V*9Ah� 12V*12Ah�

442*600*177.8（4U）

151*65*100

12V*15Ah

最⼤32节串联

384V

500*715*900

最⼤4组

384V*28Ah� 384V*36Ah� 384V*48Ah� 384V*60Ah

Lead-acid battery cabinet (HTT-P-PbAc) Parameters 

Size（W*D*H）mm

Battery Size (L*W*H) mm

Battery Capacity

Battery connection method

Lead-acid battery module

Size (W*D*H) mm

Lead-acid battery modules

Cabinet electrical parameters

3. Lithium battery cabinet (HTT-P-Li)

The lithium battery cabinet is mainly composed of 4 pcs of l ithium battery modules and one high-

voltage control unit , and with BMS (lithium battery management system) inside. It has high energy 

density, small size, light weight, super low temperature charge and discharge performance, and high 

cycle life. The battery management system (BMS) integrates protection, detection, control, storage, 

feedback, and multiple applications into oneness , which can achieve the BMS and the used equipment 

joint tuning and joint control to be excellent safety performance and high reliability .

High voltage control unit (3U)

Lithium battery modules (3U)
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Lithium battery cabinet (HTT-P-Li) parameter 

High-voltage control unit (CFP38443-T)

Size（W*D*H）mm

Module nominal voltage

Nominal voltage�

Charge cut-off voltage�

Discharge cut-off voltage

BMS function

Charging current limit

Lithium battery module (MFP9643-F)

Size (W*D*H) mm

Weight (Kg)

Battery type

Nominal capacity

Standard charg and discharg current

Max discharge current

Cycle life

Lithium battery pack cabinet (HTT-P-Li)

Size（W*D*H）mm

Composition

Electrical parameters

Set protection, detection, control, storage, feedback, multiple applications in oneness

Lithium iron phosphate battery

≥4,500 times, according to standard charge and discharge cycle (25 °C, 1C / 1C), reduce to 80% of nominal capacity.

one high voltage control unit * 3 pcs of lithium battery modules

43A  (can be set)

5. Transformer cabinet
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4. Power distribution cabinet (HTT-P-SPD)

The integrated cabinet can be installed with various types of isolation 

transformers to be various types of transformer cabinets, which is simpler 

than other installation methods, convenient for maintenance and higher 

protection level. It can also be used with lead-acid battery modules, lithium 

battery modules, and electric modules to form a comprehensive power 

distribution cabinet, which integrates power distribution and can be 

combined at will.  

  To provide customers the perfect matching solutions and meet the 

overall requirements of integrated cabinets, we developed and designed 

the  power distribution cabinet (HTT-P-SPD). It adopts the standard 19 

inchs rack design for easy installation and maintenance. All components 

are produced in the standardized way, with guaranteed quality, no need to 

 change the cable  layout, and have strong scalability.

Lead-acid battery cabinet

UPS uninterrupted power supplyNetwork energy
UPS uninterrupted 
power supplyNetwork energy



  Based on the size and performance of HTT-P 80-400K UPS , we 

developed a special power distr ibution cabinet. The power distr ibution

 cabinet can be instal led with the input, bypass, maintenance, output 

and other switches according to customer requirements, and with 

power detection system ,  to provides better protection for customers'

 electricity safety.

(1) Distribution cabinet (HTT-P-PD)

UPS

UPS

   

Power distribution Battery Packs Monitor

Battery  Cabinet

Distribution Cabinet

UPS

Battery Cabinet

Distribution Cabinet

HTT-P 80-400K overall scheme
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1. Power distribution

(2) Maintenance bypass cabinet (HTT-P-MS)

  To meet the different needs of customers for power distribution, we developed 

the maintenance bypass cabinet for HTT-P 80-400K performance parameters. Which

 has small installation space, wall-mounted type, three switch configurations, and 

front door with lock, comprehensive isolation and other features. That provides safe

 isolation for UPS, can be more safe when make maintenance.

Three types of internal circuit breakers can be optional according to 

customer requirements:

① Maintenance bypass switch and output switch;

② Input switch, maintenance bypass switch, output switch; 

③ Input switch, bypass switch, maintenance bypass, output switch.

UPS bypass input UPS input UPS output

Bypass  

switch 

(optional)

Input 

switch

(optional)

Maintenance 

bypass 

switch

Output 

switch

LoadPower input 1 Power input 2

www.baykee.com /14

Distribution 

cabinet

Network energy UPS uninterrupted power supply

UPS uninterrupted 
power supply

Network energy

HTT Series Pro type 80-400K Overall Solution HTT series P-type 80-400K complete solution optional accessories



600*806*1876

HTT-P�15K-60K� HTT-P�80K-200K� HTT-P�
300K-400K

15 20 30 40 50 60 80 100 120 160 200 300 400

380/400/415Vac

50/60�Hz

42-72Hz

>0.99

� 480Vdc

3�Hz/s�

0.9

4�Pcs

<5%

0−40℃

-15−55℃

≤55dB� ≤65dB� ≤68dB� ≤70dB� ≤73dB
500*720*575� 500*720*825

�
600*806*1876� 1200*820*1880

70� 130 280� 310� 455� 800� 900

85 150 350� 378� 523� 900� 1000

≤62dB

80�

100

120
140

Output power factor

Overload

Bypass

ECO model

Parallel

Max parallel UPS

Frequency response rate

Crest factor

Bypass range

Parallel circulation

Environmental indicators

≤110�%� 1hour; ≤125�%�10mins; ≤150�%�1min; ＞150�%�150ms

-15%~15%  (Can be set to -10%~10%, -20%~20%).

   

2. Battery cabinet (HTT-P-BAT)

The battery cabinet designed to match the HTT series P-type 80-400K UPS, compared with the

 traditional battery cabinet, the newly designed and developed battery cabinet is consistent with 

the UPS as a whole, which is small footprint, convenient maintenance and high safety.

Battery number

Cabinet color (same as UPS) Black

36-44 pcs

Size (W*D*H) mm

Installable battery size (W*D*H) mm 229*138*211  (55AH)

Batery Cabinet

3. Monitoring

���������Equipped with SNMP card, dry contact, 485 and other monitoring

 accessories, three-level security system of browsing, control, and 

system administrator, which is convenient for management while 

effectively avoiding various misoperations and malicious damage.

15/ www.baykee.com

Features:

* Multiple choices of line entry methods.

* Multiple lead-acid battery models can be installed.

* Equipped with switches for maintenance and isolation.

* Multiple battery cabinets can be working in parallel to increase backup time.

Features:

* Supports WEB browsing and various NMS management systems, 
can remotely monitor UPS on any operating platform.

* 10/100M self-adaptive UPS dedicated network adapter card, can

 comprehensively improve network data transmission speed, which is

 conducive to user network upgrade.

* Safe power-on circuit design, hot swapped card installation, UPS no

 need shut down.

* All settings are done by software, no need hardware dialing.

* High-speed, high-performance CPU (50MHz POWERPC). 

Compared with other 20MHz CPUs, it basically improves processing 

speed and speeds up event response.
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Models�

Capacity�
Mains Input

Input Phase 3 phase 4 wires + G

190/330-276/478V（-15%~20%)�100% load

116/201-276/478V（-50%~20%)�50% load
Input voltage range

Rated input voltage

Rated input frequency

Input frequency range

<2%  (Linear load)Current harmonics

Input power factor

BATTERY

Battery cells / group

Battery charge curve

Output

Output voltage accuracy

Output nominal voltage

Efficiency

THDi

Nominal battery voltage

Rated output frequency

Output frequency range

Output frequency accuracy

Working temperature

Storage temperature

Altitude

Relative humidity

Noise

Net Weight Kg
UPS size（W*D*H）mm 500*720

*705�

Total Weigh

384Vdc  (built-in) 432Vdc (external)

32/36 pcs/group (Can be set to 32-40 pcs/group)

Advanced ABM battery management (parameters can be customized)

40 pcs (can be set to 36-44pcs/group, even number optional)

±1%

≥94%

Linear load:<2%

Non-linear load:<5%

Standard

380(default)/400/415 Vac 3 Phase 4 Wires

50�Hz�(default)/60�Hz

±3Hz (default) (optional ±1Hz to ±4Hz)

±0.005Hz�(single unit),�±0.07Hz�(in parallel)

3:1

<�1000�meter

5�%−95�%�Non-condensing

Note: Based on continuous product optimization, specifications may be updated from time to time. If any doubt, please contact us.

Network energy UPS uninterrupted power supply

UPS uninterrupted 
power supplyNetwork energy

HTT series P-type 15-400K technical parameters
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